
 

Scientific Games Unveils Next Evolution In Industry-Leading Gaming 

Cabinets, Elevates The Player Experience With Mural™ 

Dramatic cabinet featuring curved display and 4K resolution to launch with popular game titles  
Willy Wonka™ – Dreamer of Dreams™ and 88 Fortunes® – Emperor’s Coins™ 

 

LAS VEGAS – April 1, 2021 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) (“Scientific Games” 

or the “Company”) continues to elevate the player experience with the unveiling of the Mural™ 

cabinet, the most visually dramatic gaming cabinet in the Company’s range of industry-leading 

products.  

The Mural cabinet captures the imagination with it’s stunning dual 55-inch, 4K resolution curved 

display, immersing the player in the game and creating an eye-catching attraction on the casino floor. 

Following the successful launch of Kascada, the next generation of the top-selling TwinStar J43® 

cabinet, the Mural cabinet’s massive display takes the evolution of Scientific Games’ cabinet building 

prowess a step further.  

“Our mission is to create unparalleled player experiences,” 

said Matt Wilson, Executive Vice President and CEO, 

Gaming. “The Mural cabinet is a new form factor for us. Its 

name is a nod to not just the size of the display, but to the 

beauty of the imagery you see in the game.”  

“The cabinet’s design required our teams to work 

collaboratively to get every element right,” Wilson continued. 

“Our cabinet design has evolved into a much more holistic 

process where we’re taking insights from players, inputs 

from our partners and working across our teams to ensure 

nothing is left to chance. The Mural cabinet is the evolution 

of the gaming floor and we could not be more excited to 

unveil it.” 

The Company’s award-winning engineering team, with members working across offices in Chicago, 

Las Vegas, Reno and the United Kingdom, led the cabinet’s design with coordination from game 

design, commercial teams, field service and support teams. Incredibly, the Mural cabinet is the first 

one to be designed almost solely through virtual collaboration with a select few engineers in the Las 

Vegas office building the first prototypes in person. 

“The ability of our teams to build such a beautiful, massive cabinet in this new digital, work from home 

environment is a testament to their skill. It shows how we have effectively leveraged our global 

workforce to bring together top talent from around the world to build our industry-leading products,” 

said Wilson. 

In its quest to elevate the player experience, the Mural cabinet also features an embedded wireless 

charger for easy mobile phone charging. Both the main monitor and the cabinet’s iDeck are 

touchscreen enabled for easy player interaction. Adding to the Mural cabinet’s high-tech experience is 

the next-generation Salem™ processor which provides lightning-fast gameplay, smooth animation, 

and crystal-clear graphics.  

http://www.scientificgames.com/


And, while the Mural cabinet was designed specifically with the player in mind, Scientific Games’ 

engineering team developed an innovative system for installation and service so that the Mural 

cabinet is both beautiful and functional for operators.  

The Mural cabinet will launch with popular game titles Willy Wonka™ – Dreamer of Dreams™ and 88 

Fortunes® – Emperor’s Coins™. Willy Wonka – Dreamer of Dreams is the latest game in the hugely 

successful Willy Wonka™ game series. Every mechanic in the game has been specifically designed 

to take full advantage of the Mural cabinet’s 110 inch, 4K resolution display. Players will instantly see 

and understand the winning potential through recognizable Wonka elements and action-packed 

features.  

 

88 Fortunes – Emperor’s Coins is the latest in one of the most successful slot brands in gaming 

history. Offering a thrilling gaming experience, players will instantly recognize familiar features made 

even more spectacular by the Mural cabinet’s display, including the iconic wealth pot that fills as the 

must-hit-by-major jackpot increases. 

 

Launching the Mural cabinet with a proven performer is a testament to Scientific Games’ commitment 

to developing the solutions operators need. As an industry-leader, Scientific Games continues to 

evolve by leveraging proven performers and the expertise of its people to develop cutting-edge 

products that support operators and move the industry forward. For additional information on Scientific 

Games’ latest cabinet and game innovations, visit scientificgames.com.  

All ® notices signify marks registered in the United States. © 2021 Scientific Games Corporation. All 

Rights Reserved. 

 

About Scientific Games 
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in entertainment offering dynamic 
games, systems and services for casino, lottery, social gaming, online gaming and sports betting. 
Scientific Games offers the gaming industry's broadest and most integrated portfolio of game content, 
advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional services. Committed to responsible 
gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers and players value most: trusted security, engaging 
entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For more information, please 
visit scientificgames.com. 

Media Inquiries: 
Media@scientificgames.com  
 

Forward-Looking Statements 

In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the 

U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by 

words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current 

expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or 

performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as 

predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these 

statements due to a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described 

in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including Scientific Games’ 

current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K 

filed with the SEC on March 1, 2021 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking Statements" and 

"Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except for 

Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games 

undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new 

information, future events or otherwise. 
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